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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted in the above style claim to determine the claimant’s entitlement

to workers’ compensation benefits.  On January 7, 2013, a pre-hearing conference was conducted

in this claim, from which a Pre-hearing Order of the same date was filed.  The Pre-hearing Order

reflects stipulations entered by the parties, the issues to be addressed during the course of the

hearing, and the contentions of the parties relative to the afore.  The Pre-hearing Order is herein

designated a part of the record as Commission Exhibit #1.

The testimony of Russell G. Moore, Deborah Moore, Micah Pruett, Billie Willis, Johnny

Tackett, Bill Hutchison, and Mark Hodge, coupled with medical reports and other documents

comprise the record in this claim.

DISCUSSION 
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Russell G. Moore, the claimant, with a date of birth of January 21, 1954, is a high school 

graduate with one and one-half years of college education.  The claimant commenced his

employment with respondent in September 1972.  In addition to his employment with

respondent, the testimony of the claimant reflects:

     I drove a shuttle up to about six years ago; run by back and forth
to Memphis.  Then, I had a sweeping - - sweep parking lots for a
farmer in Jonesboro up until about - - well, up until that incident
happened. 
(T. 50).

The claimant worked sweeping the parking lot two (2) nights a week.   The claimant explained

that after getting off work at respondent he would, approximately 7:30 or 8:00 p.m., go to the

sweeping job and work about three (3) hours.  

The claimant was diagnosed with high blood pressure approximately six (6) years earlier. 

The claimant acknowledged using the clinic at respondent to monitor his blood pressure.  In early

2007, for three or four days consecutive the claimant was seen in the clinic as his blood pressure

was monitored and thereafter he was started on some medication.  In explaining what prompted

him to have his blood pressure checked in 2007, the claimant testified:

     To the best of my memory, I was on some order and was having
to lift up - - we had these beds way up in the air and they had lifted
up - - had to stare up for a while, it made me - - felt a little
lightheaded, you know, not dizzy, but just lightheaded. (T. 52).

As a consequence of the afore experience the claimant went and had it checked out at the clinic

when it was determined that he had high blood pressure.  The claimant started taking Lisinopril,

which he has been taking the entire time.  

While acknowledging that he has missed a day of taking him blood pressure medication,
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the claimant maintains that he is pretty regular on taking his medication.  The claimant has no

recollection of missing weeks or months at a time of taking his blood pressure medicine.  The

claimant offered that he got his blood pressure checked monthly, however denies going three or

four years without getting it checked.  The claimant noted that it was available to him to get his

blood pressure checked on occasion at respondent.  In addition to getting his blood pressure

checked in the clinic of respondent, the claimant’s testimony reflects:

     There was a gentleman, he’s on our emergency response team
had a blood pressure machine, and he was in the tool and die area
and sometimes I’d go down there and just let him check it. (T. 53).

In such instances as the afore, a record would not be maintained.  

The claimant’s testimony reflects that from 2007 until his fall on January 3, 2013, he was

not made ill or sick because of his high blood pressure.  The claimant denies being made dizzy,

getting woozy, or passing out, or just feeling like he could not work because of his health.  The

claimant denied missing work, either at respondent or the sweeping job, because he felt dizzy,

woozy, or feeling like he was going to pass out.  The claimant acknowledged missing work,

adding:

     Not very - - just a few days maybe if I had a little virus or
something like that, I might have. (T. 54).

The claimant offered that within the last six (6) years he had missed “probably a couple of days”

from work because of a virus.  

As of January 3, 2012, the claimant had been performing the job on which he was

executing his job duties for two (2) to three (3) years.  The claimant elaborated on his job

activities upon arriving for work:
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     Well, we’d see how many orders we had to do that day and
we’d have to put them in the computer, and it was on the screen a
rolling screen up on a post, and we had to move one every - -
sometimes it was - - just be a few minutes, sometimes it was - -
you know, depending on how many orders we had, we put that in
for eight hours or nine or ten hours, you know, and we had to move
one every so many minutes or ever what the time was.  And we had
to gather the parts up for that order, because every order stood on
its own - - 

     - - we’d get an order, and then, when the time - - the screen
would tell us what time we had to move one, and we would - -
once we got ready, we’d push it to the paint booth. (T. 55-56).

The claimant testimony of the claimant reflects that the time he arrived for work varied

depending on length of the shift; if working a 10-hour shift he arrived at 5:00 a.m.; 9-hour shift

he arrived at 6:00 a.m.; and an 8-hour shift he arrived at 7:00 p.m. 

The claimant is uncertain whether he was working a 9-hour shift or a 10-hour shift on

January 3, 2012.  While the claimant’s shift on January 3, 2012, began either at 5:00 a.m. or 6:00

a.m., he arrived early.  Regarding his early arrival, the claimant testified regarding his activities:

     We had to clock in after a quarter hour, you know, before the
6:00 or 5:00 or whatever, and I would go in, I had my medicine
with me, and I’d get something to drink and sit down and take my
medicine, and then, if it was time to clock in, well, I’d clock in or
do that in the cafeteria. (T. 57).

The claimant noted that in addition to his medicine he also had other personal stuff in his bag. 

The claimant’s medicine included blood-pressure medicine and B-12 tablets.  The claimant

identified the cafeteria as the “kind of” pre-work gathering place for some of the guys before they

clocked in.  

The claimant concedes that presently, he does not recall whether or not he took his

medicine on the morning of January 3, 2012.  The claimant testified that there are a lot of things
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that he does not recall about that day – January 3, 2012.   The claimant had taken vacation time in

December 2011.  Additionally, the plant would have been shut down for two (2) normal work

days for Christmas break in late December 2011.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that he

was off work on vacation for almost two weeks.  As far as his activities during the afore, the

claimant testified:

Just did family, and then, after Christmas, me and my wife
went to Branson on the - - I think it was the Thursday before New
Year’s, and we come back that Saturday. (T. 59).

The claimant denied experiencing any illness or physical problems during the Christmas break or

his vacation.  

The claimant testified regarding the amount and pace of the work at the plant following a

shut down, such as that during Christmas, in terms of starting back up:

     I think you have a little bit more, you’re trying to get back in a
routine and catch up, because they’re painting, you know. (T. 59-
60).

The testimony of the claimant reflects regarding his recollections of the events of January 3,

2012, between the time he started working and the time he fell:

     I remember making a phone call to our supervisor to get Mr.
Tackett a sign-on for a computer, because he had a - - was going to
have a separate computer on his own.  And I remember calling
Tommy Holmes and telling them they needed to - - because they
had to call our IS department and get him a sign-on. 

     That’s the last thing [remember doing]. (T. 60).

The claimant testified that he was in the hospital following his January 3, 2012, fall from

January 3, 2012 until January 24 or 25, 2012.  The claimant’s testimony reflects that his memory

kind of gradually came back to him, however some things did not:
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     Yes, sir.  I mean, I don’t remember the first trip to St. Bernard’s
or the first trip to Health South Rehab, and they had to take me
back to St. Bernard’s, and then, the second trip to St. Bernard’s my
memory started coming back. (T. 61).

In his attempt to recall the approximately time he called Tommy Holmes about getting a

computer sign-on for Mr. Tackett, the offered:

     He come in at - - the production leaders normally don’t get
there, you know, as early as we do, and it would have been eight
o’clock, between 8:00 and that time. (T. 61).

The claimant does not have a memory of all of his work activities – loading carts, moving carts –

of the morning of January 3, 2012:

     No, sir.  I just remember one thing, we went all across the area
to get some bolt-in angles and I can remember that coming back,
but from anything right up to it, I don’t remember, except the
phone call. (T. 61).

The claimant explained his routine work activities on a normal day between 6:00 and 8:00 a.m.,

which would have been before Mr. Holmes arrived:

     I would have been getting parts and putting them together for
this order, putting them on the carts or loading; just whatever went
with that order, we had to get it all together. (T. 61-62).

The claimant offered that he would have been pushing the cart himself until Mr. Tackett arrived. 

Any loaded carts present at the time Mr. Tackett arrived would have loaded by the claimant. 

Claimant does not remember how many carts were loaded and moved.

The claimant testified that he does not remember feeling bad, ill, sick, or anything on the

morning of January 3, 2012.  As far as he remembers the claimant offered that he felt normal. 

The testimony of the claimant reflects regarding his job, the plant, and the condition of the carts:

     It just depended on the size of the order.  Some orders was
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small, some orders was big.  The bigger orders had more channel,
like we were fixing to load, ten-foot - - up to ten foot, some of
them were five-foot TA beds, big beds that we had to load if you
had a TA conveyor.  And you had to get all that loaded and once
you got an order ready, you know, the carts were - - some of the
casters - - I had even changed them out myself.  We didn’t have no
routine of changing the casters.  You’d get one with a bad caster,
and I would - - you know, I’ve lifted them up and change the
casters out and make them easier.  Some of them, the carts were
warped and they - - you’d have to fight it to wherever you wanted
to get it, like Mr. Tackett testified to you, you just - they just go all
over on you and you try to push it to the paint booth and - - or push
it wherever getting in line - - the paint booth line; and so, they were
hard to - - and especially with the, you know, if you hit a place in
the floor, that just made it that much worse. (T. 63). 

The claimant testified that the weight of the cart varies depending on the size of the order, adding

that eight hundred pounds might be an average.  The claimant moved the carts the distance of

about half of a football field, or a hundred and fifty feet.  The claimant added, regarding the

afore:

     Yes, sir, it’d be - - if the paint booth was empty, then, you had
some of the - - push it up toward the front, if they were full, then,
we had another line we put them in; so, it just varied. (T. 64).

The claimant’s testimony reflect regarding how strenuous the work is:

     I’d say, it’d depend on, you know, the cart.  It would - - try to
compare it to something.  It was a good workout.  You had to - -
you know, you just didn’t walk up to it and just - - you really had
to get into them. (T. 64).

The claimant estimated that the parts he lifted to put on the carts ranged from fifty to a hundred

pounds, and some up to 150 pounds.  The claimant testified that he would get help lifting the

heaver part, those in excess of one hundred pounds.  The claimant acknowledged that other

employees were busy doing their jobs and he was reluctant to ask others to help lifting the parts:
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     I tried my best, you know, to do it.  If I could do it by myself or
not, sometimes I’d have to go get whoever I could - - was closest,
you know. 

     People had their - - we had welders that had their job and brake
press people had their jobs; so, you hated to have to pull them off. 
(T. 65).

The claimant does not remember the January 3, 2012, fall, which servers as the basis for

the present workers’ compensation claim, noting that it was quite a few days after the fall when

his memory returned.  The claimant has been receiving medical treatment since the fall, and has

not returned to work.  The claimant denied having seizures before the January 3, 2012, fall.

While the claimant testified that he has not had a seizure since the last of March 2012, he

continues to take medication for same.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that he cannot

drive a vehicle because of the seizures. 

During cross-examination the claimant confirmed that his current medical treatment

consisted of taking some additional medications and periodic doctor visits.  In addition to blood

pressure medicine the claimant takes cholesterol medication.  As far as the regularity/frequency

that he takes the cholesterol medicine, the claimant testified:

     It was - - they put me on Crestor and it was so expensive, and
then, they put me on a generic brand that I could get like a three-
month supply, and then, they didn’t feel like it was doing, you
know, as much as the Crestor.

     According to the blood work, it wasn’t. (T. 70).

The claimant testified that he returned to the use of the Crestor, off and on.  The claimant

conceded that throughout that period of time whenever his cholesterol was checked it was

considered above normal. 
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The claimant testified that he had no recollection of experiencing problems with fatigue

and shortness of breath in the past.  The claimant acknowledged taking a stress echocardiogram

pursuant to a visit to St. Bernard’s Medical Center.  A February 20, 2007, report of St. Bernard’s

Medical Center reflects that the claimant was seen.  The report further reflects clinical

information to include hypertension and fatigue with SOB.

As to the importance of taking is blood pressure being relayed by his doctor, the claimant

candidly responded, “I guess they did.  I really don’t really recall the conversation”. (T. 72). 

While acknowledging that he probably missed some days of not taking his blood pressure

medicine, the claimant did not recall missing months of not taking it.

The claimant testified that he vaguely recalled talking to Mr. Tackett and explaining to

him what the job was about on January 3, 2012.  The claimant has no recollection of telling Mr.

Tackett on the morning of January 3, 2012, “if I go out on you, I’m sorry”.  

The claimant testified regarding the physical restrictions placed on his work activities by

physicians since the January 3, 2012, fall:

     One was that I couldn’t, you know, handle the stress as far as
memory, you know, the orders that we had to do, you know, being
able to do everything quicker and that we - - you know, responded
quick and - - (T. 77).

The claimant has also been directed not to drive.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that

occasionally he drove a forklift at respondent, adding:

     Probably, I drove one every day, you know, it just wouldn’t be
for real long periods, but we’d off and on delivering parts to the
paint booth and getting channel down. (T. 78).

The claimant acknowledged providing his deposition in August 2012.
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Johnny Tackett, who is not currently employed, was employed at respondent on January

3, 2012.  January 3, 2012, was the first day that Mr. Tackett started working at respondent

through a temporary employment agency.  Regarding his understanding of the job at respondent

before he arrived, Mr. Tackett testified:

     I was going to be handling materials and stuff was all that I
remembered I was told at that time was just as materials, raw
materials came through, dealing with them, loading, unloading
maybe and moving them around through the facility. (T. 12).

Mr. Tackett testified that he arrived for work at 7:00 a.m. on January 3, 2012.  The testimony of

Mr. Tackett reflects his activities once he arrived for work:

     I had to go in for, like, a little orientation.  They had me watch
some videos and do some paperwork and different things like that.

     Probably about thirty minutes.

     Then, they took me out to the floor and showed me - -
introduced me to Mr. Russell and kind of just left - - and left me
with him at that point, and then, he started showing me, you know,
the ropes of what needed to be done and what was done and where
everything was at. (T. 12).

The January 3, 2012, date was the first time Mr. Tackett and the ever met.  Mr. Tackett

continued regarding his job activities on the morning of January 3, 2012:

     Well, when I first got there, of course, we kind of introduced,
you know, ourselves to each other and everything.  Then, he started
explaining to me that - - how things were done there and I had
questions, I asked about conveyors and stuff and he tried to explain
that to me, and then, he started showing me like the carts and
where they would come from and what they would have on them,
what I needed to look for.  He had started to show me a little bit
about the computer, but then, we got more into just doing, pulling
carts around, checking parts.  He started trying to help me with
identifying what parts even was and different kinds of stuff like
that. (T. 13).
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Mr. Tackett testified that it appeared that the claimant had already been working at the time he

arrived:

     Yes.  I can remember that - - because I remember the temporary
company told me that they were working, I think, ten-hour shifts or
something, but that on my first day that I’d be coming in at 7:00,
because I had to have the orientation, and there wouldn’t be
anybody there to give it earlier; so, they - - from what I can
remember, I think they started working, I believe, at 5:00 that
morning. (T. 13).

Regarding his observation of the claimant at the time he first met him, Mr. Tackett testified:

     When I first got there, everything seemed fine, you know; he
was talking to me normal and everything else. (T. 14).

Mr. Tackett elaborated on the involvement in the moving of the carts at respondent:

     Yeah.  The carts are - - you know, they’re on cast roller wheels
and they probably - - you know, I don’t know how much that they
weigh, but they’re very heavy especially when they’re loaded down
with parts.  I would - - if I had to guess, I’d guess that sometimes
they were probably upwards of eight hundred pounds; just
depending on what all was on it.  And the wheels on them, a lot of
times - - you know, of course, when you’ve got four wheels that
completely turn by their-self in all directions, you go to pull one
forward, it may start going to the left or to the right, and you’re
having to jerk and tug and pull back on it and when you get some
of those that are - - have got a lot of weight on them, that gets
pretty strenuous. (T. 14).

As far as the job tasks that the claimant was performing at the time he arrived, Mr. Tackett

testified:

     Yes, he was moving the carts around, checking parts on them
and everything else. (T. 15).

Mr. Tackett testified regarding the duration of time that the performed the job following

the claimant’s injury:
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     Yes, I stayed in that exact position for probably - - I think it was
a month, a month and a half after that, and then, they moved me
over to the paint booth, and then, that’s all I did was push them
around all the time. (T. 15).

Mr. Tackett continued in describing the lengths the carts were pushed on the plant floor:

     Normally, the - - when they came up the line off the machines
and everything and all the parts were formed, I don’t know, it’s
probably - -because we had to move them from there to the paint
booth, and that actually depended on if the paint booth was all the
way backed up or if we had to push them all the way to the front of
the paint booth.  So, you know, that may be - - if you figure out the
full distance, it may be half a football field; something like that
distance. (T. 15).

The testimony of Mr. Tackett reflects that he and the claimant continued to perform the

afore job tasks for forty or forty-five minutes before the incident involving the claimant occurred. 

During the afore period of time, Mr. Tackett testified:

     Yes.  Like I said, all except for maybe - - he broke off and was
going to show me - -because part of the job is also some computer
work, and he was going to show me that, but then he said he would
get to that with me later, because the carts were getting backed up,
because he was - - I was there to replace his helper that was gone,
and he had been trying to keep up with it, you know, by himself;
and so, it was a little behind.  So, we just - - he - - probably five or
ten minutes, we broke off to try to do some of the stuff with the
computer; that way he could just kind of familiarize me with it. 

     And then, the rest of the time we was, you know, back on
moving the carts around, checking items, loading carts. (T. 16). 

Mr. Tackett, who is thirty-six years old, testified that while he is presently in decent shape, he is

not in as good a shape now as he was at the time the was doing the job at respondent.  Mr.

Tackett testified that pushing and pulling the loaded carts was a strenuous workout.

The testimony of Mr. Tackett reflects regarding the point that he started noticing that the
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claimant might be having a problem:

     Well, like I’ve told people before, I really didn’t pay any
attention to it as we was going; one, because I was trying to listen
to what he was telling me needed to be done and what we was
going to do.  But afterwards when I looked back and thought about
everything, I know that there was - - that he had started getting to
where he sounded like he had maybe a frog - - you know, couldn’t
talk real good.  His mouth was getting real dry, his lips had started
turning purple a little bit.  But as far as everything else, you know -
- and I didn’t pay attention to that until after the fact, which, of
course, I had just met him.  I didn’t know, you know - - there was a
gentleman I worked with for six years and he was an older
gentleman and, you know, sometimes when we got up and working
doing stuff, his lips turned purple and it was just because he got
cold.  (T. 17-18).

As the time of the incident/fall approached, Mr. Tackett testified:

     Well, we had went over to - - we had pushed a cart over to some
channel to load onto a cart and we got the cart pushed over there up
to it.  I got on one side of the cart and he got on the other, and then,
just all of a sudden he said that he was sorry if he went out on me
today, or what he said, “I’m sorry if I go out on you.”  And, you
know, I didn’t - - you know, I thought that he meant that he had to
leave or something, and I actually kind of chuckled about it.  And
then, I mean it wasn’t just a few seconds later that it was like the
lights went out upstairs and he just started falling backwards.  You
know, I always thought that if someone passed out, they just went
straight down, but he just went straight back, and I was on the
other end of the cart.  I lunged out trying to grab him and was
barely able to nip the corner of his shirt and he fell and hit the hard
- - and hit the ground - - the concrete hard. 
(T. 18).

Mr. Tackett noted that he and the claimant had just gotten the cart over in front of the material

that they were going to load it onto at the time of the fall.  With respect to their activities before

the afore, Mr. Tackett testified:

     Before that we had been doing the same thing.  We had been
pushing carts around for the heaver stuff - - bigger stuff like
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channel, we would push it close, that way we wouldn’t have to
carry the channel so far, because they were ten-foot long sections. 
And we’d been pushing carts around and, you know, we would
have to push them over to the paint booth and that’s pretty much
what we’d been doing all morning. (T. 19).

Mr. Tackett elaborated on the mechanics of the claimant’s January 3, 2012, fall:

     Well, like I said, it was just like the lights went out upstairs and,
you know, I always thought if someone passed out, they just went
straight down, you know, like their knees give in and they just fall
straight down, but it was - - he - - whenever it happened he just
started slowly starting falling - - I mean, slowly, but faster as he
was going back, falling straight backwards. 

     And when he hit, it just - - it- - he smacked his head hard on the
concrete. (T. 20-21).

Mr. Tackett confirmed that the photograph (RX #2) depicts the area where the claimant fell. (T.

21).   Regarding the blow of the claimant’s head to the concrete surface floor in the fall, Mr.

Tackett testified:

     Yes.  Even with as load as stuff was in there, there was like a
pop - - almost like a pop or a thud and it really - - I mean, it - - you
know, of course, my first day of work and everything there, and I
didn’t know what to do.  There wasn’t nobody else around in the
area, and then, whenever I looked down, you know - - because a
couple of seconds after he hit his head, blood started coming out of
both of his ears; so, I just immediately just started yelling help and
finally some people come. (T. 22). 

The testimony of Mr. Tackett reflects, as far as the claimant commenting on how he felt that day, 

it was only a few seconds before the fall, adding:

     Yeah, I mean - - well, I mean, even then, he really didn’t say
that he felt bad.  He just said that - - “Im sorry if I go out on you
today.” 

     And I - - you know, like I said, I just thought he meant if he had
to leave or - - you know, or something. (T. 22).
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Mr. Tackett denies that the claimant ever told him on January 3, 2012, that he was feeling bad. 

Regarding the claimant mentioning his failure to take his medicine, the testimony of Mr. Tackett

reflects:

     It was probably just a little bit after I had gotten there and I still
- - you know, and it’s been over a year ago, I can’t remember what
he said that he forgot to take.  I know that he said he forgot to take
something, but, you know, like I was saying earlier, the gentleman
I worked with for six years that was older took a fist full of
vitamins every morning.  So, I mean, it may have been vitamins or
- - I know he said something, and it may have been Tylenol.  I
remember he said he forgot to take something that morning. 

     No, he didn’t.  Like I said, he never said that he was feeling bad,
and I can’t remember what he said.  

     I can remember that he said he forgot to take something, but I
cannot remember what it was that he said he forgot to take. (T. 23).

Regarding the condition of the floor surface in the plant, the testimony of Mr. Tackett

reflects:

     Oh, yes, yeah, there’s [holes]- - and they try to keep them filled
with, I don’t know, some kind of clear stuff, I don’t know exactly
what it is, but for the most part, you know, in some places you do
have spots where the concrete’s chipped off and that’s because
those carts are so heavy.

     And, you know, you - - they try to get to it - - you know, I
remember maintenance tried to get to it as quick as possible and
put kind of clear stuff in it that hardened up, but sometimes it may
be weeks before that ever got done.  (T. 24).

Mr. Tackett testified regarding the impact of the flaws in the floor surface on his movement of

the carts:

     Oh, you try to go around it, because if you - - I mean, if you - -
and if you pulled it over it, if the - - if you didn’t have enough
momentum going already or you stopped on it and if it was a fully
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loaded cart, you may have to get someone to help you push it off of
it. (T. 25).

During cross-examination Mr. Tackett testified that at the time of the incident with the

claimant the cart was not lodged in one of the potholes:

     No.  Well, at the time of the incident, we wasn’t even moving it. 
We had already moved it to there. (T. 25).

Mr. Tackett continued in describing the events leading up to the claimant’s incident:

     Well, when we first got it up - - when we pushed the cart over
there, we - - you know, it was like it was a cart that had like three
layers, it had shelves on it.

     Not sitting; it was too tall.  We were leaning on each end of it
and he was telling me what we was fixing to do.

     No, we hadn’t got to that point.  As soon as - - I mean, he had
got done telling me that we was going - - what we was going to
load onto there, and then, he just kind of grabbed a hold of the edge
and said, “I’m sorry if I go out on you today.” (T. 26).

While Mr. Tackett is confident that the claimant said he had forgotten to take something,

he is uncertain if it was medicine, noting that it has been over a year since the incident.  Mr.

Tackett acknowledged providing a record statement to personnel of respondent on June 20, 2012,

regarding the incident.  Regarding the recorded statement Mr. Tackett testified:

     You know, whatever I would have said or done back then,
probably would have been closer, because that was a lot closer to
the time that it actually happened. (T. 27). 

When provided a copy of the recorded statement to refresh his recollection, Mr. Tackett did not

disputed his response in the statement, but rather the accuracy of the contents of the response. (T.

29-32; 44-45).  Mr. Tackett offered regarding the recorded statement:

     Well, when I say, “sitting there,” I meant we were standing
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there leaning up against the cart. (T. 32).

*          *          *

     When I say something like that, I know by looking at that what I
meant was, I consider vitamins as a medicine, Tylenol is a
medicine.

     And so, whenever I say, “medicine,” or something that’s - - I’m
not saying that, yeah, it’s medicine, I’m saying that it could have
been medicine or something. (T. 45).

The testimony of Mr. Tackett reflects that in retrospect the claimant did appear somewhat

pale, his lips looked kind of purplish and his voice had gotten kind of froggy prior to the incident. 

Mr. Tackett, who had been a certified nurse’s aide or assistant before working at respondent,

testified:

     You know, I tried to blame it off to myself, you know, that, you
know, it was cold in there, because it was January that maybe
that’s why his lips were purple and he looked pale, but I never was
able to explain to myself why he had a dry mouth with this and
why it got the way that it was; it wasn’t like, you know, just had a
dry mouth, because he was thirsty, but - - 

     - - I remember looking back how it - - I don’t know how - - it’s
hard to explain. (T. 34).

Considering his observations of the claimant’s appearance in retrospect, responsive to whether he

thought that the claimant was having some trouble, Mr. Tackett testified:

     Either that or he had been, you know, working too hard after
being gone for those three weeks that they had told me; you know,
they said he was gone for Christmas. (T. 34). 

Mr. Tackett was questioned on cross-examination regarding the duration of time between

the time he and the claimant discussed their next job task and the claimant’s incident:

     Oh, I mean, it probably wasn’t - - it was just long enough for
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him to say that we were going to load those onto there, and then, it
was, like, immediately after he said - - he kind of leaned, because
we was leaning up on there with our elbows on it, - - 

     - - and then, as soon as he got done telling me, you know, he
was pointing his hands saying, “we’re going to load those channels
over there onto this care,” and told me how many that we needed. 
And then, it was like immediately afer he went back and he kind of
leaned and grabbed a-hold of the edges and said, “I’m sorry if I go
out on you today.”  And it probably wasn’t another three seconds
afer that; like I said, it was just like the lights went out upstairs and
he just started going straight back. (T. 38).

As to whether the claimant passed out before he fell, Mr. Tackett offered:

     It appeared to be, I mean, because it was like he wasn’t - - you
know, there was no fighting back at all and just the - - his eyes - -
right before it happened and as he started going back, his eyes just
closed and then just - - I mean - - 

*          *          *

     No.  Like I said, he had - - you know, right there at the end, he
had his hands holding onto the edge of he cart and, I mean,
whenever he started going back, he didn’t even - - his fingers
didn’t even stay hooked on it, they just - - (T. 38-39).

Mr. Tackett confirmed that when he worked at respondent if something he was supposed

to pick up and load on a cart was too heavy for him he was allowed to ask other people to help. 

Mr. Tackett added, regarding the afore:

     Yes.  A lot, most of the times, I was told if it would - - you
know, don’t over-strain yourself; if it’s too heavy, to get help. (T.
40).

During re-direct examination, Mr. Tackett elaborated on the time frame of the morning of

January 3, 2012, and when he commenced work:

     Yeah.  Whenever I looked at that, I remembered that it was - -
after looking at that, I remember that I was going to start at 8:00
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that morning and they wanted me to come in thirty minutes early
for orientation. (T. 40).

Of the time he worked on the floor on January 3, 2012, before the claimant’s incident, after his

orientation, Mr. Tackett’s testimony reflects that approximately fifteen minutes were devoted to

paperwork or instructions regarding the computer, and the remainder was strenuous work:

     Yes.  Moving those carts can be; I mean, even with two people,
they - - like I said, with those - - the wheels, all four of them turn
and you can try to pull it forward or push it forward and chances
are it’s going to - - it just has a mind of its own.

     I can remember I was in the front and he was actually behind
me pushing as I was in front with my arms guiding, trying to keep
it from going from left to right. (T. 41).

Regarding his reasoning for requesting help from other employees, Mr. Tackett testified:

     Because those carts are very heavy, but most of the time, I
mean, even me, when I worked there, I was bad and, you know,
they told me all the time and I - - you know, to get help if they
were too heavy, but most of the time with as fast pace as stuff is
out there and everything and other people have other jobs that
they’re doing and - - 

     - - it becomes a burden kind of to ask someone to help. (T. 42-
43).

Deborah Moore, the claimant’s wife of thirty-nine years, testified that they were married

shortly after the claimant commenced working at respondent.  Mrs. Moore described the

claimant’s health during the last several years as generally good.  Mrs. Moore acknowledged that

the claimant had some conditions for which he took medication, specifically high blood pressure

medication and medication for cholesterol.  Mrs. Moore maintains that from her observation,

prior to the January 3, 2012, incident involving the claimant he always took his blood pressure

medicine when she saw him.  
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Mrs. Moore offered that the claimant took his blood pressure medicine early morning. 

Mrs. Moore elaborated on the claimant’s practice of taking his medication:

     He took a bag with him with his medication in it to work.  Now,
on the weekends, I would see him take it early morning. (T. 86).

The testimony of Mrs. Moore reflects that she unaware of any time that the claimant failed to

take his blood pressure medication for an extended time or failed to regularly maintain his

prescription for the medication.  Likewise, Mrs. Moore testified that she was not aware of any

incident in the last five years prior to January 3, 2012, where the claimant had any kind of serious

health problem, became dizzy and/or woozy or looked as if he was going to pass out. 

The testimony of Mrs. Moore reflects that the claimant worked long hours at respondent,

noting:

     I would normally take him to work as I was going to work. 
Back then I had to go in at six o’clock in the morning.  I would
take him in, you know, before I went in, dropped him off and
would go on to work. (T. 87).

The claimant would take his bag containing his medicine with him.  Additionally, Mrs. Moore

that the claimant worked another job:

     He drove a street sweeping truck on - - well, before this
happened on Monday and Tuesday nights. (T. 87).

Regarding the claimant’s energy level to work overtime at respondent in addition to the other

jobs, Mrs. Moore offered:

     Apparently, he had more energy than I did - - because when
he’d go to work, I’d be crawling in bed. (T. 87). 

The testimony of Mrs. Moore reflects that before the January 3, 2012, incident, she and the

claimant had taken vacation time off and taken a trip.  Mrs. Moore testified that the vacation the
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claimant’s health was good and that they hit all of the spots they wanted to hit when they were on

vacation. 

Mr. Bill Hutchinson, a twenty-eight year employee of respondent, was called by

respondent to testify in this claim.  Mr. Hutchinson testified that he has known the claimant for

thirty-five to forty years.  Mr. Hutchinson testified that he saw and spoke to the claimant on

January 3, 2012, before the claimant fell.  Mr. Hutchinson denies that he observed the claimant

do anything physically-wise that made him think that something might be going on.  While Mr.

Hutchinson testified that the claimant did tell him that he did not feel good that day, he was

unable to remember when during the day that was relayed.   

Mr. Hutchinson acknowledged providing a deposition on November 9, 2012.  During the

deposition Mr. Hutchinson’s testimony reflects, regarding the claimant, “He just acted like he

didn’t feel good, but like I said, he acted like he didn’t feel good that morning”.  In elaborating

on the afore, Mr. Hutchinson testified:

     Well, he just acted to me like, you know, he - - at our - - you
know, at our age, you don’t act like you feel good every morning.  I
mean, he didn’t say any specific reason.

     He just acted like maybe he might have had something on his
mind or something. (T. 94).

As far as the claimant voicing not feeling good, Mr. Hutchinson initially responded:

     I’m not going to tell you, because I don’t remember that.  He
might have, I mean, I’m just - - I’ll be truthful, I don’t remember.
(T. 94).

During the November 9, 2012, deposition, Mr. Hutchinson testified regarding the afore, “He

didn’t discuss anything with me other than he had said he didn’t feel good that day”. 
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The testimony of Mr. Hutchinson reflects that he, the claimant, and some of the other

employees of respondent kind of gather in the cafeteria before actually starting work and have a

cup of coffee and/or talk or eat breakfast.  Mr. Hutchinson concedes that he and the claimant saw

each other pretty regularly in the afore cafeteria setting.  As a consequence of the afore Mr.

Hutchinson’s testimony reflects that he would know how the claimant normally looked and

acted.

During cross-examination, Mr. Hutchinson testified that during the twenty-eight years

that he and the claimant have been working at respondent he does not recall the claimant getting

dizzy.  Likewise, Mr. Hutchinson testified that he does not recall the claimant having health

problems that prevented him from doing his job.   Mr. Hutchinson confirmed the moving the

loaded carts involved fairly strenuous activity, noting the carts weighed several hundred pounds.

According to the testimony of Mr. Hutchinson on the morning of January 3, 2012, the

claimant was working pushing, pulling, and loading the carts, and working just as hard as he

always did.  January 3, 2012, was the first day back at work following the Christmas break.  Mr.

Hutchinson testified that being the first day back following Christmas break, things were even

more hectic than usual at the plant.  During his deposition Mr. Hutchinson elaborated on the

claimant’s response of not feeling well on January 3, 2012, “I mean, you know, there’s days

everybody don’t feel good, but he didn’t say ‘I’m dizzy - - feel like,’” and “No, he just said, ‘I

don’t feel good today,’ that’s all.”    

Mark Hodge, an employee of respondent for eight years, testified that during his

employment he has an opportunity to become acquainted with the claimant.  Mr. Hodge was

present and working on the morning of January 3, 2012.  Mr. Hodge initially testified that the
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claimant did not indicate directly to him anything about his physical condition on the morning of

January 3, 2012.  Mr. Hodge acknowledged talking with someone on the telephone and giving a

statement about what he saw and heard on January 3, 2012.  Mr. Hodge continued to maintain

that his comments about the claimant’s physical condition on the morning of the accident were

the product of what he heard someone else say.  (T. 104).   Mr. Hodge provided a deposition in

November 2012, during which he acknowledged having a conversation with the claimant, in

which shortly before the accident, the claimant said he was

not feeling well.  (T. 105).

During cross-examination, Mr. Hodge testified that before the claimant’s January 3, 2012,

accident he had never know him to have occasions where he would get woozy or dizzy.  The

testimony of Mr. Hodge reflects that he has seen the claimant take medication in the morning at

respondent.  In addition to seeing the claimant take his medication in the cafeteria at respondent,

Mr. Hodge offered:

     Yeah, I’ve seen him take some there or even out to the point
where we was working. (T. 107).

The January 3, 2012, date was the first day back at work following the Christmas break at the

plant.  Mr. Hodge noted that everybody was catching up.

Ms. Billie Barnes Willis testified on behalf of respondent.  Ms.  Willis is the Medical

Clinic Manager and Nurse Practitioner at respondent.  Ms. Willis added with respect to the

duration of her employment with respondent:

     I’ve actually had that particular position since May of last year,
but I was the RN there prior to that for somewhere around five
years. 
(T. 113).
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Ms. Willis has been an RN since 1999, and has had an Advanced Practice Nurse license since

April/May 2012.  In elaborating of the differences between the two, Ms. Willis testified:

     You work with a physician under a physician’s guidance with
both, but you’re more responsible for more diagnostic, more actual
prescribing procedures as a Nurse Practitioner. (T. 114).

Aside from her work at respondent Ms. Willis’ testimony reflects that she has worked in the

medical field as a Medicare Manager, pediatric nurse, and a trauma certified ER nurse.

Ms. Willis testified that in preparation for the hearing she reviewed the clinic notes

regarding the claimant and observed incidents of noncompliance with taking either blood

pressure or cholesterol medicine.  While Ms. Willis cited numerous dates reflecting either

borderline or high blood pressure in the clinic notes regarding the claimant, the evidence reflects

that the vast majority of same was during the time of the claimant’s initial diagnosis of high

blood pressure and shortly thereafter in 2007. (T. 115; T.119-120).

During cross-examination, Ms. Willis acknowledged that she was not medically able to

testify why the claimant passed out on January 3, 2012, based on his medical records and her

experience.  Ms. Willis was questioned regarding an January 3, 2012, entry in the Hytrol Clinic

notes regarding the claimant in which she recorded:

S:   Told fellow employee that he felt like he could pass out and
just fell straight backwards.  Told fellow employees he had left B/P
meds in daughter’s car and had not taken them today. (RX #1, p.
66). 

Ms. Willis’ testimony reflects that she made the above entry after she got back from the hospital

on January 3, 2012.  Ms. Willis acknowledged that neither of the employees to testify who was

around the claimant on January 3, 2012, mentioned anything about blood pressure medicine or
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leaving it in his car.  As far as her source of the information in the entry, Ms. Willis offered:

     That’s a year ago, and I can’t say who said that specifically. 
(T. 123).

Ms. Micah Pruett, the daughter of the claimant, was called as a rebuttal witness.  Ms.

Pruett testified that on the date of the claimant’s fall, January 3, 2012, she went to hospital after

being informed of the incident.  Ms. Pruett’s testimony further reflects regarding the gathering at

the hospital:

     My mother and my husband, my two younger brothers were
there; one was there when I got there and one came later, and then,
several employees from Hytrol.(T. 125).

Included among the employees present from respondent was Ms. Willis.  Ms. Pruett testified that

the hospital provided a family room in the ER, where everyone was gathered.  

In terms of the circumstances surrounding the claimant’s fall, Ms. Pruett offered:

     No, I though my Dad was very healthy, and, you know; and so, I
was - - didn’t know, and I was- - (T. 125).

Ms. Pruett testified that she was shocked by the incident, and that during a discussion with her

mother tried to figure out what had happened.  Regarding the discussion, the testimony of  Ms.

Pruett reflects:

     Okay.  When we were in the room, I’m the oldest; and so, I tried
to take care of everything, and I just - - I was shocked, because my
dad isn’t sickly.  And so, I was just asking different scenarios, if he
had been feeling bad, you know, just kind of questioning my mom
like I do, and are you talking about the blood pressure?

     So, I - - I asked - - he had left his blood pressure medicine in my
car, I think, on Christmas Eve, and they had come back to get it a
few days later; and so - - because the only sickness I’ve ever been -
- I’ve ever even heard, you know, with my dad any kind of health
issue, has only been blood pressure.  I asked if his blood pressure
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had been running high and when he would take it and all that. (T.
126). 

The testimony reflects that the incident of leaving his medicine in her car occurred a week or so

before Christmas.  Ms. Pruett testified that at the time of the discussion everyone was in the

family room at the hospital, including Ms. Willis.  On the day of his fall, January 3, 2012, the

claimant did not leave his blood pressure medicine in Ms. Pruett’s car.  Ms. Pruett further

testified regarding the claimant:

     No, but he gets his prescriptions filled three months at a time;
so, he would sometimes carry some with him. (T. 127).

Mrs. Deborah Moore, the claimant’s wife, provided further testimony on rebuttal.  Mrs.

Moore testified regarding the time the claimant left his blood pressure medicine in Ms. Pruett’s

car:

     Yes, I’m sorry, I had forgotten about that, yes.

     It was the first part of the week that we were on vacation. (T.
128).

Mrs. Moore’s testimony reflects that the medicine was in Ms. Pruett’s car for “at least two” days;

that the claimant recovered the medicine; and that he continued to take it.  Mrs. Moore denied

that the claimant had any problems or symptoms associated with that between that time and when

he went back to work.  Mrs. Moore testified that on the day that the claimant fell, January 3,

2012, she and Ms. Pruett, while in the hallway right outside of the claimant’s room at the

hospital, discussed the time the claimant left his medicine in Ms. Pruett’s car.  Mrs. Moore noted

that Ms. Willis was near at the time of the discussion.  The testimony of Mrs. Moore reflects that

she accompanied the claimant when he went to retrieve his medication from his daughter’s car.
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As to whether the claimant had his medication at work on the day of January 3, 2012, fall,

Mrs. Moore’s testimony reflects:

     My younger son - - after he had fallen, my younger son got up
to the hospital.  He asked if I needed him to go out and recover his
bag.  And I asked Warren to, which he did go and get it and bring it
back to me. (T. 129). 

Mrs. Moore testified that the bag contained the claimant’s glasses, his blood pressure medication, 

and some papers. 

In addition to the Hydrol Clinic notes regarding the claimant, the medical evidence in this 

record included the various hospital admission and diagnostic studied that the claimant has

undergone since the January 3, 2012, accident.  The January 3, 2012, emergency room report of

St. Bernard’s Medical Center regarding the claimant reflects, in pertinent part:

General History Present Illness

Description/Onset of Symptoms: onset of 0900 this am, patient
was at work and became unresponsive; ems states that patient
remained unresponsive approx 10 mins then became combative
with ems; patient arrives non-responsive to questions of staff
although awake, patient repeats phrases and does not interact with
staff

*          *          *

01/03/12 09:55
Discussed with Dr. Johnson and Dr. Cortez (Neurosurgery)

01/03/12 10:14
Discussed seizure meds/abx with Dr. Cortez who desires meds for
seizure proph. but not abx at this time while studies are pending.

  *          *          *
Departure

Discharge Problem/Impression: Syncope, Fracture of skull,
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Intracranial Hemorrhage, Altered Mental Status, Fall
Condition: Critical (RX #1, p. 47-51).

On January 3, 2012, the claimant underwent a CT/head without contrast.  The afore report 

reflects, in pertinent part:

CONCLUSION: Diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage.  Small
epidural or subdural hematoma.  No significant mass effect or
midline shift.  Fracture through the base of the skull mastoid air
cell region.  This is not well visualized on noncontrast head CT.
Right occipital skull fracture. (RX #1, p. 52). 

A January 3, 2012, CT of the temporal bones without contrast concluded:

There is a fracture of the right temporal bone.  This extends
posteriorly from the external auditory canal through the mastoid
into the right temporal bone, right occipital bone and left occipital
bone. 
(RX #1, p. 59). 

The claimant was discharged from St. Bernard’s Medical Center on January 11, 2012, following

his January 3, 2012, admission in connection with injuries sustained in his fall of the same date.

The Discharge Summary reflects, in pertinent part:

DISCHARGE DIAGNOSIS: Right temporal bone fracture.

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: Mr. Russell is a 57-year-
old male who, on 01/03/2012, was complaining of dizziness, stated
by his coworkers, and then he was found unconscious, lying on his
back.  The patient does not remember what happened.  He was
brought to the emergency room where he was examined and
evaluated.  A computed tomography (CT) scan of the cervical
spine was negative for fracture.  Computed tomography (CT)
angiogram of the head and neck was negative for aneurysm. 
Computed tomography (CT) scan of the temporal bone
demonstrated a fracture of the right temporal bone, which extended
posteriorly from the external auditory canal through the mastoid
and into the right temporal bone, right occipital bone and left
occipital bone.  The computed tomography (CT) scan of the head
demonstrated a diffuse subarachnoid hemorrhage, small epidural or
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subdural hematoma with no significant mass effect or midline
shift, fractures to the base of the skull, mastoid air cell region,
which was not well visualized on computed tomography (CT) scan
of the head.  Due to these findings, Dr. Cortez was consulted on
this case. 

*          *          *

DISCHARGE INSTRUCTIONS: The patient was discharged to
Health South.  A follow-up appointment was scheduled with
Ricardo Cortez, M.D., for 6 weeks, with a magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) of the brain, with and without contrast, prior to the
appointment.  He was instructed to follow up with his primary care
physician. 
(RX #1, p. 64-65).

On February 10, 2012, the claimant underwent MRI of his head with and without

contrast.  The report concluded:

Changes most consistent with hemorrhagic contusion with adjacent
edema involving the right temporal lobe.  Fluid present throughout
the right mastoid air cells compatible with history of prior fracture. 
Resolution of subdural hemnatoma.  Evidence of prior
hemorrhagic contusion involving the left parieto-occipital lobe. 
Continue to followup exams recommended to document stability
or resolution of the findings in the right temporal lobe. (RX #1, p.
70).

A February 14, 2012, chart note of Dr. Ricardo Cortez regarding the claimant reflects, in

pertinent part:

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: Mr. Moore is a 58-year-old
male, whom I initially saw as an impatient.  He was found
unconscious at work after suffering, what sounded like a, seizure. 
The CT scan of the head demonstrated a hemorrhage in the right
temporal lobe as well as a basilar skull fracture.  I admitted him for
observation and he was discharged on Day 8.  The circumstances
surrounding his injury were suspicious to me and I ordered an MRI
of the brain to further evaluation his episode of loss of
consciousness.  He comes in today to followup those results.  He
previously had a CT angiogram of his head, which was read as
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unremarkable for any vascular malformation.  Since his discharge
he has had no further episodes of loss of consciousness, seizure, or
any drainage from his ear.  In fact, he seems to have returned to
normal.  He had an MRI of the brain done, which demonstrated
changes consistent with a hemorrhagic contusion with adjacent
edema.  There was persistent fluid noted in the mastoid air cells.

ASSESSMENT: I have recommended continued followup to
document resolution of the findings in the right temporal lobe. 
When I review the MRI I am concerned about the continued
persistence of edema surrounding the area of previous injury.  I am
still suspicious that there may be some underlying lesion such as a
vascular malformation or tumor, which may have hemorrhaged
causing him to have his episode of loss of consciousness.  As such,
I am going to order a PET scan of his brain to further evaluate this
area to help rule out tumor.  If it is unremarkable then we will
discuss the potential necessity of an angiogram. However, I am
going to hold off of this until the PET scan is done.  The other
choice would be to continue to observe this over time.  He
understands this and will undergo the PET scan.  He will return to
see me when the study is done. (RX #1, p. 71). 

Following the above recommended diagnostic studies the claimant was again seen by Dr. Cortez

on March 6, 2012.  The chart note relative to the afore visit concluded:

ASSESSMENT: I discussed this with both him and his family at
length today.  I have told him that I would like to refer him to
neurology to see if he needs long term seizure prophylaxis and to
make recommendations as to any new medications they might try. 
However, the patient’s family is still very concerned about the
abnormality in his temporal lobe and would like a second opinion
at an advanced tertiary care center.  I agree with this.  I am going to
refer him to the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences for
further management.  I told them that what I would likely do at this
point would be get another MRI in six months to make sure that
the lesion is not changing or growing and if it is not I would likely
continue to follow it.  However, they would like a second opinion
and we will make a referral to University of Arkansas for Medical
Sciences for further management.  They may followup with me as
needed. (RX #1, p. 76).

The claimant was seen at UAMS in accordance with the above referral on April 13, 2012.
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(RX #1, p. 80-83).  The medical in the record reflects that the clamant was seen by Dr. John D.

Day, Professor and Chairman, of the College of Medicine Department of Neurosurgery, during

the April 13, 2012, visit.  The clinic note generated as a result of the afore visit reflects, in

pertinent part:

ASSESSMENT AND PLAN: Mr. Moore is a very pleasant, 58-
year-old male we had the pleasure of seeing in the clinic today who
suffered a fall and subsequent fracture on January 3, 2012.  It
appears based on the PET scan and MRI imaging that he had a
contusion and small hemorrhage in the right temporal lobe towards
the temporal pole.  He has been exhibiting some seizure-like
activity since then and is not currently taking any antiepileptic
medications.  These seizure-like activities tend to correlate when
he has episodes of low blood pressure and also poor oral intake.  It
is possible that they are associated with some hyponatremia. 
Unfortunately, we do not have any laboratory test to support this. 
Based on the imaging, we recommend that Mr. Moore undergo
workup by a cardiologist as well as a neurologist both for syncopal
workup, as well as for workup regarding his seizures.  We also
recommend that he resume taking his Keppra as it was previously
prescribed.  Hopefully these will prevent any further seizure
activity.  He should also follow up with his primary care provider
within this week for measurement of his serum sodium level and
any subsequent correction if necessary.  The goal is
normonatremia.  This can be achieved with salt tablets and free
water restriction.  All of this was explained in great detail to Mr.
Moore.  He was given ample opportunity to ask questions, and all
questions were answered to his satisfaction.  All concerns were
appropriately addressed.  At the time of this writing, there is no
need for any followup with us here at the neurosurgery clinic at
UAMS. . . (RX #1, p. 89).

The record reflects the presence of a September 11, 2012, correspondence of Dr. Ricardo

Cortez, which was authored in response to an inquiry by the claimant’s attorney.  The September

11, 2012, correspondence of Dr. Cortez reflects in pertinent part:

Item 1:   With regards to the significance of the information
provided on the letter, I can attach no specific neurosurgical
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significance to the information provided.  It appears that he had a
syncopal episode of some sort.  The etiology of this is unclear. 
There is some notation that the patient had not taken some of his
scheduled medications that morning and this may have been
responsible for this.  However, again, the etiology of this syncopal
episode is unclear to me.

Item 2: Again, I do not know what the cause of his fall was on
January 3, 2012 and I do not believe that it was related to his work
since he does not appear to have been performing any strenuous
activity during this time.

Item 3:  There is persistent abnormality in the right temporal lobe,
which continues to be documented on an MRI on August 22, 2012. 
Again, I do not know what the cause of this is.  However, the
working diagnosis at this point is that it is a normal appearance that
would be seen after a hemorrhagic contusion in the temporal lobe
as a result of his head injury.

Item 4.  With regards to permanent consequences of his head
injury, again, I cannot predict what this would be.  These sort of
questions should be directed towards a neuropsychologist, who I
have referred him to.

Item 5.  The right temporal lobe abnormalities should continue to
resolve over time.  However, I believe that he will always have a
persistent abnormality in this area, which is a normal evolution of
lesion after hemorrhagic contusion.

Item 6: Dilantin has been prescribed to Mr. Moore as per the
neurologist that I referred him to.  He is going to continue this as
specified.  Further treatment of this will be determined by the
neurologist.

Item 7: With regards to future treatment of Mr. Moore, I have
referred him to a neurophychologist.  His neurosurgical issues are
largely resolved and needs no further followup with me.  I have
reviewed the records provided to me on Dr. Day’s evaluation of
him at University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences.  He does not
believe that there is any abnormality there that would not be
expected after a hemorrhagic contusion.  He does not appear to
believe that there is any tumor or vascular malformation either.  I
concur with this.  (CX #1).
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In a January 2, 2013, correspondence Dr. J.D. Day responded to inquiries from claimant’s

attorney.  The afore reflects, in pertinent part:

In response to question #1: I agree that the MRI findings, the
medical history, and my examination of Mr. Moore do not provide
a medical explanation for the cause of Mr. Moore’s fall.  Why he
had a syncopal episode I do not know.

In response to question #2a: The reasoning behind me labeling this
a contrecoup injury is that there appeared to be swelling over the
left occipital area in the soft tissues of the scalp.  It made sense to
me that he struck his head in this area in the left occipital region
which caused the right temporal hemorrhage which by definition
would make this a contrecoup type injury.  The definition you
provided from Moby’s Medical Dictionary, 8th Edition, 2009 is
consistent with my use of this term.

In answer to question #2b: that is affirmative.  My opinion is that
the objective medical findings on the MRI were a result of Mr.
Moore’s blow to his head and did not pre-exit or cause his fall.

In answer to question #3: Again, this is affirmative.  It is my
opinion within a reasonable degree of medical certainty that Mr.
Moore’s seizures are a result of the injuries he sustained in the fall
on January 3, 2012.

All of the above answers are my opinions with a reasonable degree
of medical certainty. .   .  (CX #2).

After a thorough consideration of all of the evidence in ths record, to include the

testimony of the witnesses, review of the medical records and other documentary evidence,

application of the appropriate statutory provisions and applicable case law, I make the following:

FINDINGS

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On January 3, 2012, the employment relationship existed during which time the 

claimant earned wages sufficient to entitle him to weekly compensation benefits of
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$584.00/$438.00, for temporary total/permanent partial disability.  

3. On January 3, 2012, the claimant sustained an injury arising out of and in the 

course of his employment which rendered him temporarily totally disabled commencing January

4, 2012, and continuing through the end of his healing period, a date to be determined.

4. The respondent shall pay all reasonable hospital and medical expenses arising out 

of the claimant’s injury of January 3, 2012. 

5. The respondent has controverted the compensability of this claim in its entirety.

CONCLUSIONS

The claimant asserts that while within the course and scope of his employment he

suffered an injury which rendered him temporarily disabled and required medical treatment.

Respondent takes the position that the claimant did not sustain a compensable injury on January

3, 2012.

The present claim is one governed by the provisions of Act 796 of 1993, in that the

claimant asserts entitlement to workers’ compensation benefits as a result of an injury having

been sustained subsequent to the effective date of the afore provision.

Compensability

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(A)(Repl. 2002) defines “compensable injury”:

(i)   An accidental injury causing internal or external physical harm
to the body . . . arising out of and in the course of employment and
which requires medical services or results in disability or death. 
An injury is “accidental” only if it is caused by a specific incident
and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence [.]  
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In the present claim it is undisputed that the claimant suffered a fall on January 3, 2012,

resulting in a temporal bone fracture and contusions.   The afore injuries and resulting disability

and medical treatment serves as the basis for the present claim.

The claimant is a long-term employee of respondent, having commenced his employment

with same in September 1972.  The claimant was diagnosed with high blood pressure in January

2007, and took medicine in connection with same.  The claimant also took medicine for elevated

cholesterol.  In addition to his regular job with respondent the claimant also worked a second job 

several nights a week operating a machine cleaning/sweep a parking lot.  

The evidence discloses that in December 2011, the claimant had taken vacation time off

from work for several weeks.  The facility of respondent was closed for Christmas break for

several days in December 2011.  January 3, 2012, the date of the claimant’s fall, was the first day

of operation following the Christmas break, and the claimant’s first day of work since taking

vacation in December 2011.  

The evidence discloses that on January 3, 2012, the claimant was working either a 9-hour

shift or a 10-hour shift at respondent.  When working a 9-hour shift the claimant commenced

working at 6:00 a.m., and when working a 10-hour shift he commenced work at 5:00 a.m.  The

further reflects that it was the custom of the claimant and some of the other workers to arrive for

work before the shift began and to gather in the cafeteria.  The claimant carried his medicine in a

bag with him and would take his medicine while in the cafeteria.

There is not a dispute regarding the physical demands of the claimant’s job duties, the

weights of the loaded carts, the distances the carts were moved, or the condition of the surface of

the floor of the plant over which the carts were moved by the claimant in the discharge of his
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regular duties.  The evidence further reflects that prior to the arrival of Mr. Johnny Tackett on the

floor on January 3, 2012, the claimant discharged his duties the prep person by himself.  The

claimant has been at work since either 5:00 a.m. or 6:00 a.m. on the morning of January 3, 2012.  

January 3, 2012, was the first day of Mr. Tackett’s assignment at respondent.  He had

been directed to arrive 30 minutes early in order to undergo orientation.  Thereafter, Mr. Tackett

was taken to the floor and turned over to the claimant, who filled him in on mechanics of the job

and the job tasks he would be performing.  Mr. Tackett worked with the claimant for roughly 45

minutes before the accident occurred.  In retrospect, Mr. Tackett who had training as a CNA,

recalled that the claimant appeared pale, his lips looked kind of purple and he had a dry mouth.

The claimant has the burden of proving that his injury was the result of an accident that

arose in the course of his employment, and that it grew out of, or resulted from the employment. 

“Arising out of the employment” refers to the origin or cause of the accident, while in the course 

of the employment refers to the time, place and circumstances under which the injury occurred. 

Injuries sustained due to an unexplained cause are different from injuries where the cause is

idiopathic.  

An idiopathic fall is one whose cause is personal in nature, or peculiar to the individual. 

Because an idiopathic fall is not related to employment, it is generally not compensable unless

conditions related to employment contribute to the risk by placing the employee in a position,

which increases the dangerous effect of the fall. When a unexplained fall occurs while the

employee is on the job and performing the duties of his employment, the injury resulting

therefrom is compensable. Delaplaine Farm Center v. Crafton, 2011 Ark. App. 202, 382 S.W.3d

689.
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The credible evidence in the record reflects that the claimant’s January 3, 2012, fall,

which resulted in his injuries, was either the product of his strenuous activities of discharging

him employment duties, which he had been doing alone from either 5:00 a.m. or 6:00 a.m., until

8:00 a.m., or due to an unexplained cause.  Crawford v. Single Source Transportation, 87 Ark.

App. 216, 189 S.W.3d 507 (2004). Contrary to the information on which Dr. Cortez based his

opinion that the claimant’s fall was not related to his work because “he does not appear to have

been performing any strenuous activity during this time”, the credible evidence preponderates

that the same was not the case.   

The claimant was referred by Dr. Cortez to Dr. J.D. Day, Professor and Chairman of the

College of Medicine Department of Neurosurgery at UAMS.  The claimant was examined and

evaluated by Dr. Day, who also reviewed the MRI findings and the medical history of the

claimant.  Dr. Day concluded that the afore did not provide a medical explanation for the cause

of the claimant’s fall.  Further Dr. Day relayed that he did not know why the claimant had a

syncopal episode.

    The claimant has sustained his burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence that

he sustained an injury arising out of and in the course of his employment on January 3, 2012,

which required reasonably necessary medical treatment and rendered him temporarily totally

disabled for the period commencing January 4, 2012, and continuing through the end of his

healing period, a date to be determined.  Respondent has controverted this claim in its entirely.

AWARD

Respondent is herein ordered and directed to pay to the claimant temporary total disability 

benefits at weekly compensation benefit rate of $584.00, for the period commencing January 4,
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2012, and continuing through the end of his healing period, as a result of his compensable injury

of January 3, 2012.  Said sums accrued shall be paid in lump without discount.

The respondent is further ordered and directed to pay all reasonably necessary medical,

nursing, hospital, and other apparatus expenses arising out of and in connection with the

treatment of the claimant’s compensable injury of January 3, 2012, to include medical related

milage, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508 (a).

Maximum attorney fees are herein awarded to the claimant’s attorney on the controverted

indemnity benefits herein awarded, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715.

This award shall bear interest at the legal rate pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-809 until

paid.

Matters not addressed herein, to include permanency, are expressly reserved.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

 _______________________________________________
                                                              ANDREW L. BLOOD

  ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
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